
Game Over!

ipers comprehension

clampdown

restrictions

regulators

Match each word from the story to their correct definition.

a sudden action by an authority to
stop or control an activity

an official limit on something

officials who ensure that rules are
being followed

For how many hours will Chinese children be allowed to play online
video games?

At what time will companies have to stop streaming their games in the
evening?

Do you think this is a good idea or not?  Why?

Summarise the new rules that are coming into force in China. 

three

9 p.m. 

Children in China will only be able to play computer
games for 1 hour per day on Friday, Saturday & Sundays

plus public holidays. 

Accept any answers with relevant
supporting arguments. 



Catching up on Summer

ipers comprehension

How many cycling gold medals did the
cycling team win in Beijing?

Olympic numbers - answer each question with a number.

How old was Sky Brown when she won her
medal?

How many Olympic gold medals does
Jason Kenny now have?

Tom Dean won how many medals?

How many more medals did Team GB
have than Japan?

Summarise how extreme weather affected different
places around the world this summer.
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Wildfires have destroyed parts of
N.America;
Highest ever temperature in Canada;
Wildfires in Greece;
Tropical storms in Haiti have
hampered rescues after the
earthquake.

Answers should include:



Plastic - it's drastic

ipers comprehension

Explain what makes this headline effective. Give at least two reasons why.

disposable

unaware

frugal

Use a dictionary to find these words from the article and write your own
definition in the boxes below. 

What do you need to type into the search engine to find your nearest
'plastic free' shop?

Write your answer on the screen.

It is short.
It sums up the story.
It is large. 
It rhymes so is memorable.

Answers should include two or more of the following:

something that is intended to
be thrown away after use

having no knowledge of
something

careful when using money or
food; not wasteful

'zero waste shops
near me'



ipers comprehension

Use the information about the books to complete each table.

Favourite Picture Books

Title Author(s)

Summary

Title Author(s)

Summary

Title Author(s)

Summary

A story of love and friendship on a journey across
galaxies.

Julia Denos

Bartali's Bicycle

Dave Eggers and 
Kelly Murphy

Star Crossed

Megan Hoyt & Iacopo Bruno

The story of Gino Bartali, an Italian cyclist and
champion in the fight for Jewish lives during

WW2.

Faraway Things

An adventure about a boy with a sword who
finds out something special by giving away

something precious.



Which word in the 1666 box is a synonym of fire?

On what date were the first ever Football League fixtures played?

What were the German Airforce known as in WW2?

What relation is Queen Elizabeth II to Queen Victoria?

Who created The Muppets?

Where did Mark Spitz win 7 Olympic medals?

Who buried his cheese in the garden to save it from The Great Fire of
London?

etrieval focus

Who? What? Which? When? How? 

FACT

Fact Shed boxes appear in each edition of the paper. Create your own
below which includes at least 3 facts about The Great Fire of London

blaze

September 8, 1888

Luftwaffe

great-great-granddaughter

Jim Henson

Munich

Samuel Pepys

Accept answers that include any 3 facts from the section in
the article about The Great Fire of London. For example:

70,000 people lost their homes.  87 parish churches burned
down. 



etrieval focus

Superstar sports

Liverpool and Arsenal have spent less
than £100 million in the transfer window.

Tick the correct box next to the statement.
 FalseTrue

Emma Hayes is the manager of Arsenal
ladies football team.

Lionel Messi will be playing his home
games in France this season.

Manchester City paid more for Grealish
than Chelsea paid for Lukaku.

Aston Villa ladies will play their first game
of the season at home to Leicester City.

Aaron Ramsey has signed for Arsenal
from Sheffield United for £30m.

Marc Skinner

Scott Booth

Jonas Eidevall

Match each manager to their new team.

Arsenal

Birmingham City

Manchester United
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